SAFTRON
SAFETY / EXERCISE SUPPORT BAR

Compatible for use with Salt Chlorinators

NO GROUNDING!

EASY 15 MINUTE INSTALLATION
All Mounting Hardware Included

PRODUCT FEATURES:
- No Grounding Necessary
- Does Not Get Hot in the Sun
- Impervious to Pool Chemicals
- Will Not Fade in the Sun
- Non Conductive
- Easy to Clean

Installation Instructions

1. Mark pool locations.
2. Use mounting cap to mark centers.
3. Drill hole in masonry w/ provided bit to depth of 2 1/2”.
4. Clean hole and insert anchors.
5. Firmly attach Mounting Caps w/ provided lag bolts and washers.
6. Apply adhesive to inside surface of Safety Exercise Bar
7. Tap Safety Exercise Bar onto mounting caps.
8. Wait 30 minutes, then...

For use with GUNITE or CONCRETE POOLS

CAUTION: Safety rails should be installed by a licensed contractor. If self-installing, make sure pool is empty, or use a battery operated drill. Never use AC powered tools near water.